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The real name for the brand of Washburn guitars is Jensen. There have been other versions, mainly the custom versions. Serial numbers cover the lifetime of your instrument. It is a good idea to get this info from the person who bought your instrument or if you're in doubt, from the builder you got it from, or from the dealer who sold it to
you. A lot of what people get wrong about the Washburn is that they dont know where to start. Choose from a wide variety of Washburn acoustic, electric and custom guitars, amplifiers, mandolins, banjos, bouzoukis and more from a full line of Washburn and Gotoh instruments and accessories. From Washburns most well know designs, the
instruments that have evolved into two of the three guitars that the American Heritage survey credits as being the best guitars of all time, the Goldtop and the Les Paul are available in most styles. Explore your favorite Washburn design in a more affordable instrument, or take a look at a great custom. When it comes to a style that fits your
needs and your guitar, weve got it. Hamer (Back to top of page) Serial numbers correlate to shipping dates of US models only. 1977 to 1995. Imports designated by EX, EXP, or BXP are not serialized by year. For more recent US serial numbers, please contact Hamer Customer Service. 15762041.............................................................1977
00002041 t/m 00102042..............................1978 00002042 t/m 00204048.............................1979 00004048 t/m 00304053.............................1980 00004053 t/m 00404058.............................1981 00010609 t/m 00605059.............................1982 00010609 t/m 00608060.............................1983 00010609 t/m 00808061.............................1984
00010609 t/m 00901602.............................1985 00010609 t/m 09101603.............................1986 00010609 t/m 09150604.............................1987 00010609 t/m 91956063.............................1988 00010609 t/m 92506064.............................1989 00010609 t/m 92570566.............................1990 00010609 t/m 92870571.............................1991
00010609 t/m 92890572.............................1992 00010609 t/m 93299074.............................1993 00010609 t/m 93710075.............................1994 00010609 t/m 94350761.............................1995

Washburn Serial Numbers

G&L (Back to top of page) The earliest G&L numbers begin with 001 and 0, and usually another letter or two. Note that some early models are four digits and some have more digits. Some are blank. The vast majority of guitars manufactured in the USA before 1968 use the following method to indicate the serial number. The three-digit
prefix 1-7 indicates the year in which the guitar was produced. For example, a serial number beginning with 4 indicates a production year of 1968, and a serial number beginning with 4-6 indicates a production year of 1967. Decades are also shown by three-digit prefix. Thus, a serial number starting with 51-53 indicates a production year of

1961-1963, while a serial number beginning with 51-57 indicates a production year of 1957-1959. Before 1968, there were three different methods of serial number identification used on Washburn acoustic-electric guitars. In the pre-1940 period, a serial number started with a letter to indicate the year. Letters A through D indicate 1917
through 1923, and E through G indicate 1924 through 1929. A serial number beginning with H indicates 1930 through 1932, and one beginning with I through P indicates 1933 through 1939. A number from A-J, K-P and Q-Z indicates 1940 through 1968. Beginning with serial numbers 1 through 99, the number Z indicates 1969, the 100th

year. Thus, a pre-1968 Washburn acoustic-electric guitar could be either an A-G or H-J-P or Q-Z model, depending on the year of the guitar's first production. When production began, Washburn started with a three-digit prefix. It started with a one (and sometimes an 09) and then followed with two more digits. The first of these three digits
indicated the year in which the guitar was made. Using this method, serial numbers were assigned sequentially, from 01 through 99, depending on the year of first production. Serial numbers starting with numbers that were multiples of 10 were assigned the first production year of the decade. 5ec8ef588b
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